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The Duce 

"Relive the American Dream"

Duce in downtown Phoenix, attempts to give patrons a walk down history

lane with its prohibition theme. Located within a former warehouse on

South Central Avenue, The Duce doubles up as a bar and restaurant with

ease. Relish the meatball sliders and roasted ribs while sipping on the

house special cocktail, the Moscow Mule. Performances of live bands and

DJ nights are scheduled regularly on the makeshift stage. Karaoke, retro

and live music makes the place a music haven. Check website for more.

 +1 602 866 3823  theducephx.com/  getyourkicks@theducephx.

com

 525 South Central Avenue,

Phoenix AZ

Lux Central 

"Lux on Central"

Lux is a coffee lovers' ultimate paradise. Unique, exotic, local and

international blends are all available at this coffee bar located at the North

Central Avenue. Although coffee is the highlight, enjoy fresh baked goods

every morning as well as light bites and savory mains for lunch and

dinner. On the walls, find works by local artists that change every week

giving the place an art-gallery like feel. Free Wi-Fi allows you to catch up

on work while on your coffee break and the friendly staff makes every

customer feel at home. They also have an outdoor seating area. Open till

the late, Lux is one of the best places in Phoenix for your caffeine fix.

 +1 602 696 9976  www.luxcoffee.com/  fischer27@cox.net  4404 North Central Avenue,

Phoenix AZ
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Shady's 

"Beers & Custom Cocktails"

Shady's is one of the best neighborhood bars in Central Phoenix. The bar

offers custom cocktails with their signature being the 'Drink to Forget'

which is a coffee concoction. They also have a marvelous selection of

beers which you can enjoy while catching up with friends. Comfortable

seating lets you relax after a long day at work and the jukebox features a

good selection of music.

 +1 602 956 8998  2701 East Indian School Road, Phoenix AZ
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Merc Bar 

"Party Central"

Opened in the 1990s, Merc Bar has been a popular spot for the city's

cocktail lovers. Cozy ambiance, comfortable seating, subdued interiors

and friendly staff make this a great place to spend those after-office

hours. Enjoy a variety of labels at the bar sourced from all over the world

and with it, light bites that complement flavors brilliantly. Spaces are

available for private events, do visit the website for more.
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 +1 602 508 9449  www.mercbar.com  sean@mercbar.com  2525 East Camelback Road,

Phoenix AZ
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The Vig Uptown 

"Unlimited Fun"

The Vig is not just another bar; it is a way of life! The eclectic tavern has a

certain aura about it that gets you hooked and coming back for more. Live

events, amazing bands, superb happy hour, DJs and an excellent selection

of food and drink make this place a local favorite. The relaxing outdoor

patio has a following of its own allowing patrons to catch their breath.

With an addictive atmosphere and stellar music lineup, Vig's is a great

place to come by with friends.

 +1 602 633 1187  www.thevig.us/  6015 North 16th Street, Phoenix AZ
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Blue Martini 

"Music, Martinis and More"

Popular for pulling in the crowds, Blue Martini in North Phoenix is one

heady venue. A patio bar and cocktail lounge ensure that drinks flow

aplenty. With a passel of events ranging from live music, DJ nights and

special ladies nights, they have something for everyone. Drop by during

the happy hours and avail of various discounts which are available on the

whole menu. A chic and stylish lounge, Blue Martini sure knows how it's

done.

 +1 480 638 2583  www.bluemartinilounge.c

om/event/14/phoenix.html

 phoenix@bm-events.com  5455 East High Street, Suite

101, Phoenix AZ
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